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Abstract
The courtyard house stands as one of the oldest house-types that transcended historical, cultural and regional boundaries.
It has been able to accommodate and endure various transformation processes without losing its essential core qualities. Besides
its history as a vernacular house model, it has also attracted modern architects of the twentieth century to revisit this archetype
and rediscover its potentials in urban housing. These experiments were in an attempt to satisfy contemporary socio-cultural
needs and to address specific housing issues wherever the courtyard house provided a solution.
In Auckland, the city faced the problems of urban sprawl and horizontal growth by implementing intensification strategies for
new developments. Increasing density can bring many social, economic, environmental benefits. Nevertheless, it will always
come with liabilities, as poorly planned intensifications will bring drastic effects to the living conditions for the residents on
many levels. Hence, it becomes more critical for housing intensifications to retain the inherent qualities of the low-density
detached models while maintaining the approach to higher densities.
The courtyard house shows the capacity to manage these twin pressures effectively, as it has a collection of qualities that combine
advantages of the detached house with the characteristics of urban housing models. Furthermore, it can adapt to different
climate regions and various contextual conditions. However, it is still not included as an alternative option for medium density
developments in Auckland. Thus, this project researches how courtyard house-types can adapt to Auckland’s case and provide
quality housing intensification.
The project aims to present courtyard house-type as a viable housing typology for future intensifications in Auckland. It also
intends to identify the possible urban densities resulting from using this model on a real site in Auckland’s city. That is proposed
in the form of a series of research methods, which involved literature surveying for definitions and design strategies, analysis
of precedent projects, followed by the design research. The final part designs a prototype of the courtyard house model, and a
masterplan guided by strategies, and relevant urban design concepts to achieve an intensification development that incorporates
quality amenity values.
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Introduction
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1.1 Background
Auckland’s city has moved into a ‘compact’ city model to accommodate its growth and to stop urban sprawl and its
negative impacts. Auckland Plan’s strategies involve intensification processes to existing and new urban centres that will
help to create a strong network of connected centres. Auckland’s council has published a list of proposed ‘development areas’
in Auckland’s city. Centres of these areas will be a priority to future intensifications for their high capacity for development.
However, Intensification strategies and ‘compact’ centres can have consequences on the economic, environmental and the
social levels, and poorly planned growth can reduce the urban amenity of the neighbourhood and affect residents’ quality
of living. Therefore, intensification developments and housing schemes should maintain and provide urban amenity and
quality architecture while increasing density levels.
In Auckland, Current housing typologies for intensified developments do not include courtyard house type as a standard
alternative model. Nevertheless, it has been used as a generic model of housing across different climates, cultures, and
density ranges. Historically, courtyard houses have been developed in different forms and attributes and adapted to
various human needs. At all times, the generic model offered a house that combined advantages found in the detached
suburban model (like privacy, security and open space) with the attributes of urban higher density housing. Its introverted
scheme allows dense aggregation of units and higher housing density while maintaining its essential amenities and positive
aspects. For this reason, the generic courtyard house concept suggests that it has the potentials to become a valid option for
the intensification and higher density developments in Auckland.

9

1.2 Project Outline
This research project will explore the scope of using the courtyard house model as a prototype for urban housing and
intensified developments in Auckland. First, this study will review and define the key ideas behind intensification, residential
density, and urban amenity in general and in Auckland, specifically. That will include the relevant strategies and concepts in
urban design, which will help in providing urban amenity values for intensified communities.
Then, it will review and analyse the basic concepts of courtyard houses, attributes, configurations, forms, and the benefits of this
model. It will also look into modern approaches to adapt this model and learn from precedent examples from different locations.
Then, the information collected will feed the research by design process to help develop a specific prototype for Auckland, and
then the study will use this model within a masterplan programme for a development on a selected site in Auckland.

1.3 Aims/objectives of the project
This project aims to demonstrate the possibility to adopt courtyard house-type as an alternative with other higher density
housing models currently in use. One goal will be showing why this model of housing typologies needs to be considered for
future intensification developments in Auckland. With literature and precedent analysis, this project will try to identify key
urban strategies that are important to create a sense of quality amenity for housing intensifications. It also aims to learn how local
and international precedents experimented with this house-type in contemporary and modern architecture. Then, it intends to
transform and integrate the generic model of the courtyard house into a prototype that fits Auckland’s conditions. By design
and analysis, the study plans to test and study the achievable densities with this model while providing urban amenity and
maintaining its essential benefits. This will include integration of the pre-identified urban strategies, which help to provide
urban amenity with the intended house-type tests.
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1.4 Research Question
Following the ‘compact’ intensification model for Auckland’s growth, how can we use the courtyard house model to provide
quality urban housing in future intensification developments?

1.5 Scope and limitations
• This project focuses on the courtyard house model and distinguishes this model from other terrace typologies, which
are usually misclassified as courtyard typologies due to lexical issues. The courtyard house here is shortly defined as an
inward model with all of its rooms and spaces looking into an internal private open space, which every room depends
on it for light and air.
• Although it is more sustainable to diversify house typologies within a single development, this project will use only the
courtyard house model for the master plan part and will not mix it with other typologies of housing. This is intended to
get an accurate reflection for the possible densities from this model.
• This project will only research urban amenity values that are achievable and possible through by design strategies and
decisions, and it acknowledges that the real measure of the quality of the living environment depends on other social
and individual factors that are not within the scope of this project.
• This project will test the prototype in development on one chosen site in Auckland. Thus, site conditions will impose
limits on the development’s design and the density produced.
• The developed Courtyard house model will follow the Auckland council’s regulations for dwelling units’ areas and
dimensions.
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1.6 Methodology
This research will use the following methods:
First, research for design is conducted to review information and literature regarding the main fields of this study. In this part,
the study defines its parameters and the outcome’s assessment criteria. This involves identifying density parameters and units,
as well as summarising strategies to achieve urban amenity in master plan developments. Then, It will then review courtyard
house typologies, and this includes its concept, theory, history, key aspects and benefits, forms, and links to social, cultural, and
environmental ideas. Also, this part will include a short review of the relevant urban theories which are useful to create a design
concept that promotes urban quality living conditions.
Next, the research will analyse and review precedent examples through case studies. It will examine each project to identify the
useful strategies implemented and the reflections resulted from design decisions. This part will include examples from various
parts of the world and at different ranges of density scales. Finally, it will briefly summarise the key design strategies for the next
part of the research.
Finally, research by design is done based on the information and literature surveys done in the first and second part of the
study. It will first design a prototype that is flexible and adequate to Auckland’s’ conditions. Then it will use site analysis study
to choose a suitable site to carry out a master plan test with the developed prototype. Next, and through design research and
backed by the acquired strategies from the previous parts, it will design a full master plan development on the selected site. An
evaluation process of the outcome and the achieved density will follow this process. The last two steps can happen in multiple
iterations and with different density ranges to improve and optimise the design outcome.
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2.1 Auckland’s growth
Low-density legacy has always shaped developments and the growth context in Auckland. This type of development
leads to urban sprawl, which in return results in long travel distances, loss of time spent in commuting, and more dependency on
private transport. As a result, these low-density developments are producers of negative impacts and non-sustainable effects on
the economy. 1
Eventually, to face the twin pressures of increasing population density and urban sprawl, and to ensure that this growth and
change is well planned and of high quality, Auckland council adopted the ‘compact’ model for its growth and development. This
entails that more future developments and bigger intensifications are to take place in the city’s urban footprint. This will occur in
the existing and new urban centres, which aims to limit further rural expansion into rural areas. 2
Over the next three decades, many big changes will happen across Auckland to make sure that the city is creating and retaining
a vital and strong network of centres. Those will serve the communities and link them from regional to local areas. In addition,
the footprint of Auckland will incorporate projects of redevelopment and intensification in established developed areas or newly
established areas. 3

2.2 Development areas
Auckland’s Plan defines ‘Development areas’ as specific sites and neighbourhoods in Auckland’s city, which will go through
intensification growth in the next 30 years. Investments and planning schemes will priorities and focus on these areas for their
great capacity for development. These areas may need additional planning and investment to develop their community facilities
and amenities to cater the residents of these areas as the growth occurs.4
1 Bob Evans, “Goodbye Urban Sprawl, Hello Apartments,” Build, no. 130 (2012): 30.
2 “Urban Intensification in Auckland,” University of Otago, accessed August 23, 2019, https://geog397.wiki.otago.ac.nz/index.php/Urban_Intensification_in_Auckland.
3 Auckland. Council, The Auckland Plan (2012), 37, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policies-reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/Documents/
auckland-plan-2012-full-document.pdf.
4 Auckland. Council, Auckland Plan 2050 (2018), 210, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policies-reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/aucklandplan/about-the-auckland-plan/docsprintdocuments/auckland-plan-2050-print-document.pdf.
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2.3 Intensification
Intensification is defined as increasing densities of the built environment with new developments at density levels higher
than the existing to prevail within an urban area. Intensification strategies for increasing population and built-up space bring
many potential benefits such as utilizing the high-value land efficiently for more people and functions. It can also save more land
for public spaces and other services for communal use, as well as reducing costs of infrastructure services and networks and leads
to the more economical use of service systems.
For example, public transport becomes more successful and efficient when higher density of population is concentrated in smaller
areas because such service requires a higher utilization rate to make enough profit to run and maintain the service. Consequently,
more dependency on public transport systems and less reliance on private cars, which will lead to less traffic congestion, less
consumed energy, and shorter travel times. 5 6
However, transforming neighbourhoods and cities into a higher density model through intensification plans can lead to
negative impacts. For example, the inappropriate location for housing intensification can be seen as a threat to the urban amenity
and character of the local area.
Besides the physical impact on the existing activities, intensification has psychological effects on the residents and users.
Some of these problems are related to the lack of privacy or living spaces affect the living quality of residents. In addition,
compact overcrowded housing schemes produce insufficient living spaces, which in return, reduce the quality of living and cause
stress issues, such as exposure to frequently noisy environments.
For Auckland, the task will be to achieve the transformation of its existing neighbourhoods while enhancing their distinct character
and the perceived quality of life by providing residents with more amenities under the conditions of intensification. 7
5 Vicky Cheng, “Understanding Density and High Density,” in Designing High-Density Cities for Social and Environmental Sustainability, 2009, 15, https://doi.
org/10.4324/9781849774444.
6 Auckland. Council, The Auckland Plan (2012), 43.
7 Auckland. Council, The Auckland Plan (2012), 207.
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2.4 Residential Density
The housing density is the measurement of the number of
people living on a piece of land. It is a tool to measure the intensity of
development and expressed as ratio of units per area. Methods used to
calculate density usually vary in units, each of which reflects attributes of
the housing development while overlooking other aspects. 8
The dwellings per hectare ratio is one of the earliest tools used to measure
housing density, and it is the one commonly used in New Zealand. This
measure does not take into account the dwelling unit’s size, which can
lead to neglecting other qualitative features of the development quality.
Similarly, another measurement tool is a ratio of habitable rooms per
hectare. Although this ratio is closely linked to population density, there
is still a need to define “habitable” rooms of a house, and it could also
overlook rooms’ sizes. Bedspaces per hectare is used alternatively as a
more precise tool to measure housing density. Multiple urban forms of
housing can produce identical density ratios, and then another tool is
used to infer built form and height. 9 (Figure 1)

8 Graham Towers, The Implications of Housing Density (2002), 147, http://www.irbnet.de/
daten/iconda/CIB919.pdf.
9 Robert Dalziel et al., A House in the City: Home Truths in Urban Architecture (Riba
Publications, 2012), 19-20.

Figure 1: Multiple urban forms with similar density
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In Auckland, medium housing density is defined in the range of densities about 30-70 dwellings per hectare. The typologies
used to achieve these densities include semi or fully detached dwellings, terrace houses, and low-rise apartments. However,
the calculation method is not specified in details for larger developments, and it is not clearly described whether it is the net
residential density or a gross density. That means it is not stated which spaces or access routes are included in the calculations,
and which are not. In contrast, the Australian Model Code for Residential Development (AMCoRD) states that the net residential
density is measured by dividing the number of dwellings to the area of the site including internal streets and half the width of the
access roads. The net residential density method does not include the internal public spaces that are not exclusive to dwellings
units, and it does not count other functions included within the site’s area. 10
Compared to gross density, which is variable to the size of other included functions and public spaces, net residential density is
more tightly defined, and it is considered as a useful in accurate comparison tool among housing developments.

2.5 Urban Amenity
Urban Amenity comprises amenity attributes and amenity values. Amenity attributes are those matters considered
measurable and tangible elements such as measurements of noise levels, while amenity values represent what can be less tangible,
such as our perception of culture, noise, expectations, tolerance, and desires. 11 The Resource Management Act puts the following
definition to ‘Amenity values’: “Those natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an area that contribute to people’s
appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, and cultural and recreational attributes.” 12 Amenity values are defined
at the range of the city, suburb, neighbourhood, site, and street, and for each of these levels, amenity values contribute to the
character, identity, and the sense of that place. 13
10
11
12
13
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Australia. Department of Health; Housing and Community Services, AMCORD Urban: Guidelines for Urban Housing - Overview (1992), 54.
Karen S. Bell, Peter Glasson, and Kristin M. McKee, Urban Amenity Indicators: The Liveability of Our Urban Environments (2000), 21.
New Zealand, Resource Management Act 1991: Report (Wellington, N.Z.: Ministry for the Environment, 1998), 7.
Bell, Glasson, and McKee, 67.

A wide range of characteristics and qualities contribute to the urban amenity value and leads to people’s positive experiences
and a higher appreciation of a place. Councils in New Zealand and other agencies in different countries developed a list of
different indicators that can provide a starting point to identify key attributes of urban amenity. These include; open space;
accessibility; and character of neighbourhoods; natural environment; visual amenity; views; and vibrancy; privacy; streetscape;
heritage; cultural and recreational attribute. 14
For example, with intensified and smaller units for living, outdoor spaces become important to increase development desirability,
foster a sense of community, and create attractive higher density living. Well-designed, accessible outdoor spaces in mixed-use
developments can maximise people’s enjoyment and access to the outdoors and improve amenity and livability. 15

2.6 Urban design strategies to achieve urban amenity
Auckland’s council reports, as well as other international urban studies, identified several issues and elements that should
guide designers’ decisions while working on intensive housing developments. These design elements help to provide amenity
and character values for residential sites with higher density levels. Furthermore, literature shows that addressing urban quality
issues for new residential developments can occur on two levels: First, as part of the design detailing of the new development on
one level, and secondly as part of the broader neighbourhood context. 16 17

14 Natalie Allen, “Understanding the Importance of Urban Amenities: A Case Study from Auckland,” Buildings 5 (2015): 1, https://doi.org/10.3390/buildings5010085.
15 “Outdoor Spaces,” Auckland Design Manual, accessed October 10, 2019, http://www.aucklanddesignmanual.co.nz/sites-and-buildings/mixed-use/guidance/
outdoorspaces.
16 Llewelyn-Davies, Sustainable Residential Quality: New Approaches to Urban Living (1997), 58.
17 Auckland Council, Medium density housing criteria, (2013), http://www.aucklandcity.govt.nz/council/documents/districtplanwaitakere/text/text/
mediumdensityhousing.pdf.
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These urban design strategies are summarised as follows:
• To create a feeling of a secure and safe environment such as opening windows and
doors onto the street and provide surveillance. Also, avoiding car-domination and
contributing to pedestrian environment, which can add to the sense of safety.
• To include car parking spaces for units’ residents and visitors. However, the number,
size, location, and the type of car parking provision depend on the development’s
density and arrangement. For example, on-site parking in higher density developments
can be problematic as the management of these shared places becomes difficult.
• To provide visual and acoustic privacy, which can be interrupted by overlooking or
noise between units or with adjoining sites.
• To clearly define public and private space, that is done while protecting the private
parts but offering an aspect of connection and transition to public domains.
• To provide outdoor open spaces for public and private use. The design should layout
these spaces to provide quality public spaces and manage aspects of privacy, sun access,
landscaping, management, and surveillance.
• To have a hierarchy of privacy levels across the development and provide buffer semiprivate transitional spaces.
• To create a healthy environment such as the careful layout of buildings to correct
orientation and allowing sunlight into dwellings’ rooms which is very vital for habitable
spaces, as well as attention to over-shadowing issues among the development units or
over the public areas.
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• To analyse a site and its neighbourhood to help to integrate the development
within its context. That includes studying roads and pedestrian networks, site
boundaries, sun position, wind direction, views, contours, services, adjacent
buildings, nearby outdoor spaces, and public amenities, noise sources
• To layout buildings and dwellings in a flexible and adaptable way to allow
possible change of uses.
• To respect the development’s context and enhance local character, such as avoiding
large fences and walls facing the road and articulating facades by breaking up
straight long frontages.
• To locate and design shared facilities and services appropriately within higher
density developments to convenient use by residents.
• To use landscape treatments to blend the development within the surrounding
context and integrate the project into its neighbourhood. Landscape treatments
and elements can be used to create a quality attractive environment and enhance
outdoor spaces. They can also assist in achieving privacy in some areas.
• To improve the physical environment and providing sustainable transport
options, such as greening, encouraging walkability, improving streetscapes,
seating elements, and prioritising pedestrians and cycling routes.
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2.7 Casbah and Mat-Building theories
By the end of the 1950s, an architectural journal led
by a group of young Dutch architects introduced the basics
of the Casbah concept in urban design and social housing.
It is based on collective forms and formal structuring and
was the result of studying patterns of configuration found
in vernacular settlements in the Middle East. The founders
of the Casbah concept believed that collective forms are the
highest imperative of architectural act.
They drew on aggregation principles existing in vernacular
architecture, which constructed identified social groups.
This is due to the tight integrity of the open space and the
built form, which featured these vernacular settlements and
transformed them into a source of social enhancement. Thus,
a low-rise, dense, multifunctional, contiguous building form
was adopted as the preferred urban design medium. 18

18
Robert Oxman, Hadas Shadar, and Ehud Belferman, “Casbah: A Brief
History of a Design Concept,” Architectural Research Quarterly 6 (2002): 321,
https://doi.org/10.1017/S1359135503001854.

Figure 2.2: Early concepts of collective and clustering forms
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Clustering is the principle of the repetitive multiplication process of units. It is formed by the systematic repetition and
articulation of units or elements and their relationships. This clustering and group structure can take a form that produces an
open individualised form or a continuous system of collective forms. 19
Van Eyck outlines these benefits of the Casbah concept by showing that it becomes possible for dwelling types to maintain
their specific identity when multiplied. Actually, they acquire a varied meaning and an extended identity in a qualitative
dimension once they are formed and grouped. 20
In 1974, Alison Smithson coined the term ‘Mat-building’ and extended the concepts and morphological ideas of the Casbah
concept beyond housing. She described how introducing new functions could enrich the fabric of the collective form. 21
Mat concept is defined in attributes rather than forms and depended on three compositional principles: metrics, programme,
and place. 22 Complex systems of grids and serial, repetitive elements formed the basic morphological principles for organising
the structure of Mat-type structures.
It can be seen as the repetition of a single unit that has solved access, layout, daylight, and ventilation. This additive approach
allows variation, rotation, and multiplication of units as needed. 23 The Mat-type buildings possess a metric organisation
system of modular units forming grids or layers of units like a carpet, and within this grid of lines and points, a volume or
unit maybe build or not. 24

19
20
21
22
23
24

Oxman, Shadar, and Belferman, 325.
Oxman, Shadar, and Belferman, 324.
Oxman, Shadar, and Belferman, 330.
Débora Domingo-Calabuig, Raúl Gómez, and Ana Ramos, “The Strategies of Mat-Building,” Architectural Review CCXXXIV (2013): 86.
Graham McKay, “The Mat Building,” Misfits’ Architecture, last modified September 13, 2019, https://misfitsarchitecture.com/2016/03/04/the-mat-building/.
Domingo-Calabuig, Gómez, and Ramos, “The Strategies of Mat-Building,” 88.
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2.8 Courtyard houses
2.8.1 Introduction
Throughout history, and for thousands of years,
courtyards appeared as an architectural design element in
different places around the world. The courtyard as a feature
took different forms, sizes, configuration, and dimensions to
serve as part of residential, commercial, religious, and other
public buildings. At all times and with all its variants, the
courtyard was the open space within or next to the buildings,
which provided physical and non-physical benefits for
people. 25
Particularly, the courtyard house typology is considered
one of the earliest forms of dwelling. Traces of this type date
back to Neolithic settlements and developed to appear in
most ancient civilisations and cultures. 26

25 Mohammed Al Hussayen, “Significant Characteristics and Design
Considerations of the Courtyard House,” Journal of Architectural & Planning
Research, 1991, 3.
26 B Edwards, Courtyard Housing: Past, Present and Future, Search, 2006, xiv.
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2.8.2 Universal house type
From the earliest courtyard houses in China, Mesopotamia and the Nile valley to the modern courtyard
houses, and crossing different geographic and socio-cultural parts of the world such as Greece, India, North Africa,
Rome and Mediterranean regions, the courtyard house took many forms and names responding to various cultural,
social, functional and climatic needs. 27
Hence, this typology of housing was not limited to a place or a specific period in time, and there has been a continuous
adaptation to its attributes responding to various contextual conditions. 28
For example, to understand why this model of housing spread and was preferred in the ancient world, Schoenauer
In his book “6,000 years of housing”, mentions four possible reasons behind lying behind that. First, the introverted
nature of this type provided privacy requirement to activities and materials of the household. Second, the limited
land resources within the ancient fortified cities required a higher density model for housing. Third, the courtyard
house permitted less exposure to sun and weather by attaching it to other dwellings, which in return provided a
better climatic solution with the option to use the courtyard to create a micro-climate by implementing water and
planting features. Fourth, this typology had religious aspects to people and reflected part of their image of heaven
or oasis in nature through its limitless height and openness to the sky. 29
The flexibility inherited by the adaptable courtyard house allowed its universal use across the world. At the same
time, it presents a paradox, as it might be the opposite as well. As it is arguable that, using the courtyard house
model is a resistance to the modern universal architecture and a return to the vernacular models. 30
27 Isaac A. Meir, David Pearlmutter, and Yair Etzion, “On the Microclimatic Behavior of Two Semi-Enclosed Attached Courtyards in a Hot Dry Region,”
Building and Environment, 1995, 564, https://doi.org/10.1016/0360-1323(95)00018-2.
28 Nasser O Rabbat, The Courtyard House : From Cultural Reference to Universal Relevance (Farnham, Surrey, England : Farnham, Surrey, England ,
2010), 223.
29 Elizabeth MacKenzie and Norbert Schoenauer, “Six Thousand Years of Housing,” APT Bulletin, 2003, 98, https://doi.org/10.2307/1504855.
30 Rabbat, The Courtyard House : From Cultural Reference to Universal Relevance, chap. 13.
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2.8.3 Courtyard house attributes
Privacy aspects
In general, every house can be thought of as a private
space that is linked to public space around the dwelling in
some way. This connection varies and changes over time and
with different forms of housing typologies. The courtyard
house depends on a fundamental concept of achieving
this privacy against the public domains. This is expressed
as a “lock” between private and public domains; this idea
distinguishes this model of houses from other types where
this “lock” link is replaced with the concept of rather a
permeable space connection. (Figure 2.2)
This linkage defines an essential privacy feature for the
courtyard house. This is done by separating the inner private
courtyard space by walls and building structure enclosure
and allowing connection through controlled access point
only. Thereby maintaining privacy for the courtyard house. 31

31 AMOS RAPOPORT, “The Nature of the Courtyard House: A Conceptual
Analysis,” Traditional Dwellings and Settlements Review, 2007, 2, https://doi.
org/10.2307/41758328.
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Figure 2.2. Private vs public in courtyard house

However, the visual privacy of this courtyard is also limited to the
heights of the boundaries and the adjacent buildings. Subsequently,
this affects and limits the use of the courtyard house with other
mid-high rise buildings as it is overlooked by neighbours.

Climatic aspects
Courtyards in houses are known for their ability to moderate
microclimate conditions for the house in various climate regions.
This important aspect can help improving conditions of thermal
comfort in a single enclosed courtyard house or a volume of
attached built units.
However, this is correct only under certain conditions and
requirements. 32 First, the microclimate is created and calibrated
by choosing the suitable materials for the exposed surfaces,
seasonal shading, lighting, and planting. The solar gain and the
natural airflow must be controlled depending on the site location
and climate. 33 This is done by setting the correct orientation and
considering wind directions on site. These conditions might create
thermal discomfort if they were not suitably adjusted to climate
conditions.
32 Meir, Pearlmutter, and Etzion, “On the Microclimatic Behavior of Two SemiEnclosed Attached Courtyards in a Hot Dry Region,” 563.
33 Rabbat, The Courtyard House : From Cultural Reference to Universal Relevance,
201.
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Also, other strategies might be implemented to achieve thermal
comfort within the courtyard and the rooms facing directly to it. These
strategies include implementing wind catchers for ventilation and
applying appropriate dimensioning for the courtyard and its adjacent
building masses. 34

Social and functional aspects
Primarily, the functions and benefits of the courtyard element is a
result of the introverted form, which provides a highly valued private
space that is used for various domestic activities. This space can be
the gathering space for the family and possibly a safe play area for the
children as well as a space for other domestic activities. These uses
varied over different cultures and environment throughout history
pushed by social, cultural, religious, and often technical forces. It can
perform as an extension space for the kitchen in the mornings and as a
continuity for the living room in evenings.
Socially, as all the rooms in the courtyard house face the open space,
this creates a direct link between the indoor spaces and the open
courtyard. Therefore, this will encourage residents to use the private
courtyard as an interaction space. The private open space also enables
sense privacy and enclosure for inhabitants. 35
34 Meir, Pearlmutter, and Etzion, “On the Microclimatic Behavior of Two Semi-Enclosed
Attached Courtyards in a Hot Dry Region,” 570.
35 Edwards, Courtyard Housing: Past, Present and Future, 58.
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Environmental aspects
In the courtyard house, the courtyard, as a design element,
forms the central core of the house, most or all of the dwelling’s
spaces and rooms are connected directly to the open courtyard.36
The inner spaces of the house are adequately designed and
configured to the courtyard, resulting in a wind-protected
private open space, and a sunny courtyard.
The use of landscaping within the courtyard can produce
accentuated and attractive space. Flowers, lawns, fountains,
trees, and other water and green features and landscape
elements enhance the environment in the courtyard and make
it more suitable for outdoor activities. These elements also
serve in connecting the interior spaces and with the outdoor
spaces. If the courtyard is not carefully treated and improved
with such elements, then it will eventually turn into a hard and
dull utility space. 37 38
36 Swasti Sthapak and Abir Bandyopadhyay, “Courtyard Houses: An Overview,”
Recent Research in Science and Technology, 2014, 1.
37 Al Hussayen, “Significant Characteristics and Design Considerations of the
Courtyard House,” 5.
38 Rory Fonseca, “Earthly Paradise: Garden and Courtyard in Islām Jonas
Lehrman,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, 1983, 14, https://doi.
org/10.2307/989845.
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Sunlight access
The courtyard element is in concept and in most cases is the
only source for daylight in this house type. Therefore, its
orientation and proportions play a vital role in the success
of this typology and in providing sufficient sunlight access
for the inner rooms. This is examined by calculating sun
angles at different times of the day and different seasons to
come up with accurate dimensions for the courtyard space.
The context and other adjacent buildings’ heights are also
examined along with the best orientation relative to site
location. 39

Density aspect
The introverted criterion of the courtyard house allows this
type to occupy the full lot size without having to use setbacks
for light or ventilation. This fact, in return, made this model
of housing suitable as an urban prototype of dwellings.
Greater density is possible by packing units back-to-back
or side-to-side which offers efficient land use for housing.
39 Günter Pfeifer, Courtyard Houses a Housing Typology, ed. Per Brauneck
(Basel : Basel , 2008), 19.
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Consequently, this possibility of attaching multiple units, make the courtyard house stand with much less surface area, thereby
providing energy advantages by limiting wall surfaces exposed to heat gain or loss. 40
Furthermore, the compact arrangement of courtyard houses in denser developments offers higher efficiency in using the
streetscape, as it will be used mainly for circulation and access. This quality of adding and linking units together can also provide a
constructional benefit by minimizing and sharing structural elements between multiple units within the same block of buildings. 41

Economic aspects
There are also more factors, which may help reduce the cost of construction for the courtyard house and make it a preferable option.
Such as reducing circulation space by using an efficient house design layout, as well as reducing the external exposed surface
areas of the building. Moreover, maintaining and landscaping a single defined space like the courtyard space is considerably less
expensive in the long-term than maintaining the multiple outdoor spaces running around the traditional house. 42

2.8.4 The open courtyard space
The courtyard is the internal unroofed space within the house enclosed partially or completely by building masses or walls. 43
Generally, there is no specific form or shape for the courtyard .The shape, plan, proportions, and other characteristics of the
courtyard witnessed continuous development and changes throughout history. These variations are driven by factors to fulfil a
range of needs for people. For example, the courtyard intended function, orientation to sunlight, social and religious values can
impose requirements to its size and position within the traditional courtyard houses as in the Mediterranean region. Such needs
produced different forms within different regions of the world vernacular courtyard house type.
40
41
42
43

Pfeifer, Courtyard Houses a Housing Typology, 18.
Edwards, Courtyard Housing: Past, Present and Future, xiv.
Al Hussayen, “Significant Characteristics and Design Considerations of the Courtyard House,” 7.
Patrick Hanks, Judy Pearsall, and Angus Stevenson, Oxford Dictionary of English (Oxford [etc.]: Oxford University Press, 2010), 401.
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U-Shape, O-Shape, T-Shape, H-shape, L-Shape, and other
forms are produced as possible floor plan configuration of
the courtyard house, as one or two-storey building. 44

2.8.5 Courtyard house Forms
Courtyard houses existed with different possibilities of plan
arrangement and space configuration. Those are mainly
formed and controlled by the proportions and the position
of its courtyard space within the floor plan. Other aspects
like access, orientation, and space zoning play a secondary
role in determining floor plan types. 45
Examples for the forms of courtyard floor plan types include:
• Garden courtyard house: the courtyard here is enclosed
on its four sides, the inner spaces face the garden
courtyard on one side, and the whole house is attachable
to neighbouring units on three sides. This model is then
suitable for high-density developments, but it shows less
intimate characteristics for the courtyard.
44 Fatma Abass, Lokman Hakim Ismail, and Mohmed Solla, “A Review of
Courtyard House: History Evolution Forms, and Functions,” ARPN Journal of
Engineering and Applied Sciences, 2016, 4.
45 Pfeifer, Courtyard Houses a Housing Typology, 20.
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• Shared or communal courtyard house: this type of courtyard housing
includes a courtyard that is defined by multiple building units enclosing
a space between them and thus creating a courtyard space.
• Patio house: this type incorporates multiple small cuts out courtyards
arranged in different positions on the floor plan, which are used for
lighting the building spaces naturally as well as extending interior
spaces spatially.
• Atrium house type: this model is considered a continuity for the classical
dwellings of the Greek and Roman eras. The courtyard here is the focal
centre of the house, which all the spaces are directly connected. It is used
as a circulation and access space to other rooms of the house in addition
to being a recreational living space.
• L-shape courtyard house: this house offers the maximum sunlight
access and the most efficient use of space. It can also be used as part of
an attached group of L-shaped houses that is if designed and oriented
properly, will create good housing developments.
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2.8.6 Modern courtyard houses
Although the courtyard house has proven to be
adaptable and adequate to a variety of cultures and lifestyles
for centuries, its use as a major housing typology has been
gradually neglected and replaced with other models of
modern housing trends. 46
This has been the case even where the courtyard house
model was the typical house due to changes in lifestyles and
social needs.
Modern courtyard housing developed separately from
earlier versions and showed limited continuity to ancient
vernacular models. The modern version seeks to fulfil the
needs of a smaller family unit with a more comfortable
lifestyle compared to those who lived in older models many
centuries ago.
The experiments in modernizing the courtyard house could
be seen at a range of approaches, from mere stimulation
of the vernacular concepts to actively integrating modern
architecture concepts with the original vernacular ones.
46 Duncan Macintosh, The Modern Courtyard House : A
History (London : Lund Humphries for the Architectural
Association, 1973), 7.
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These processes aimed to transform the courtyard typology in way that
meets contemporary needs. Stimulation means retaining the same design
of courtyard house with simple design changes, such as the use of regular
shapes and modern methods of construction as well as using smaller
scale for the size of the courtyard house. Integration means mixing of
modern design concepts with the original concepts of courtyard houses,
such as using interior corridors between house rooms instead of using the
courtyard space as a circulation space. Adding more integration concepts
will eventually lead to a transformation of the original typology in the
wider context. 47
However, in his book ‘modern courtyard houses’, Duncan
Macintosh asserted that the modern courtyard models were evolved
during the attempt to find new urban housing forms for the working class
as a new low-rise and functional model. The newer modern versions are
basically developed to achieve privacy for the inner garden and provide
a suitable orientation of the rooms. The first modern courtyard house
was a detached version designed in 1928 by Hugo Häring. Then, Hannes
Meyer and Ludwig Hilberseimer transformed this house into an L-shape
courtyard house. Hilberseimer improved the L-shape plan and grouped
rooms and spaces into the two wings of the plan. This model, which was
produced in 1931, is still considered the one that is mostly used today. 48

47 Mohammed Itma, “Modernize the Courtyard House,” 2019, 2, https://doi.
org/10.4172/2168-9717.1000225.
48 Macintosh, The Modern Courtyard House : A History, 8.
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Precedent Review
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3.1 Seatoun courtyard houses / Wellington
The use of courtyard houses, in this case, is a local example for testing this archetype in New Zealand. At a density of 30dw/
ha, a cluster of 13 attached courtyard houses is built as part of a medium-density development and configured as a block of
attached units. The group of these courtyard house models contains two versions of the house model: a single storey courtyard
house (13 by 16 meters lot size and z-shape form) and a double-storey model (13 by 20 meters lot size and H-shape form).
Together they form two back-to-back lines of units, each of sharing the sidewalls with the adjacent units. This side-to-side and
back-to-back positioning allowed a denser form of development by eliminating the side and the back yards, usually used in the
traditional detached houses in New Zealand.
Parking is provided in diverse options for all the units in forms of single and double garages as well as on-street parking spaces
of the edges of the development. (Figure 3.1)
H-Form house

Z-Form house

Shared sidewalls
On-site parking spaces

Figure 3.1. Site plan showing houses types and arrangement
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The two versions of courtyard houses alternate in the arrangement so that each single-storey house is placed between
two units of the other model. In this way, the courtyard houses get the maximum sunlight access and better views. This
strategy also protects open spaces from overshadowing by adjacent building masses. (Figure 3.2 )
Each house encloses a central private courtyard that almost every room opens into and uses as the source for lighting
and ventilation. However, not all the units are oriented to provide the best sunlight access through the courtyards. The
site plan arranges the houses into two lines in which one line of houses has its units’ courtyards oriented correctly to the
north, while the northern line of units has its inner open courtyards oriented to the south. (Figures 3.3)
Due to the nature of the courtyard house model and in contrast to the detached house model, each house fully uses the
lot size and utilises all the available spaces. Thus, the houses connect directly to the public street domain without the
fences, commonly used in other models of housing. This relation defined by the walls of the house and the planting
details along the edges features a different kind of engagement with the street that adds a sense of character to public
street lanes. Moreover, the houses look to the road through several windows that provide surveillance and a sense of
safety and comfort for passers. (Figure 3.4 )

Figure 3.2. Elevation of Seatoun houses showing massing rhythm
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Figure 3.3. Floor plans for the two
versions of courtyard houses.

Figure 3.4. Houses connect directly to public street
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3.2 Silverfields development/ Auckland
Another local experiment with the courtyard house
model was built in Auckland at a density of 85
dwellings per hectare. Forty-four courtyard houses
are mixed with twenty-one terrace houses, and all
are attached and arranged linearly in back to back
configuration. Each house is made up of three-storeys
with three bedrooms, two on the first floor, and the
third room is a master bedroom on the third floor with
a terrace looking into the front courtyard. However, the
relatively high density achieved in this project comes
at the cost of the quality of housing produced and the
urban amenities.
Each house has its own garage space (5m by 5m, possibly
for two small-size cars) included on the ground level
and accessed directly from the semi-private streets.
The house is set back off the plot’s boundary, forming
a courtyard in front of the unit, and surrounded by its
fences. The parking space is not a covered or closed
parking unit, but as a space taking up most of the
available courtyard. This is compromising the essence
of the courtyard space as an extension of the inner
rooms and not as a parking space.
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Courtyard
houses
Townhouses

Figure 3.5. Site plan of Silverfields development

Moreover, the courtyards are not facing the north
in most of the 44 courtyard houses using the court
concept. The size of each court is tiny, and room spaces
do not enclose or benefit from the open space as the
initial model of the courtyard house might suggest.
Nor the orientation or the size helps the ground level’s
open space to be usefully activated.
On a bigger scale, the development does not
acknowledge the need for a communal/ shared space
or public amenity elements within the project. The
green spaces are limited to solely few trees at the site’s
right corner.
In addition, this limited access does not comply with the
density achieved in this project, as it becomes essential
to provide a variety of access and transport options to
housing units at such densities. Here there are multiple
issues related to the accessibility of the site and the
weak connection to its context. The development is
highly secured with fences on the boundaries, with a
single access point to the inner streets of the project
from the end of a cul-de-sac road.

Figure 3.6. Front view from access road

Figure 3.7. Floor plans for the courtyard units in Silverfields development
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3.3 Newhall/ South Chase, UK
This project uses the courtyard house model like the
previous examples as part of a development that
uses multiple housing typologies. The development
comprises of 78 units (29 of those are courtyard houses
going up to three-storeys). The plot is 9.5m by 10.5m,
and the courtyard house takes a T-shape form with a
small open courtyard space on the ground level. The
living room and the kitchen face this open space. The
second floor has a big terrace space above the kitchen,
opening and looking into the ground court and
connecting the upper spaces with the lower level. Twobedrooms on the second level and a third loft bedroom
on the third floor.

Figure 3.8. Site view showing dwellings’ arrangement

The houses connect to the public domain through
semi-public covered space between the front door and
the street, where an on-street parking space is available
for each house as well as landscape green features.
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Figure 3.9. Ground floor plan

These front spaces provided a sense of community
and allowed for interaction among residents since
these semi-public front yards have been used for
street parties during summer. Every house opened
the kitchen onto the front spaces, and the whole street
transforms into one big party space. 49 1
The design implements form to introduce a rhythm
of sculptural character to streetscapes. Additionally,
these geometrical oblique surfaces help bringing
light into the courtyards and the terraced spaces and
consequently offering high-quality lighting for the
inner spaces. For example, the master bedroom on the
second floor is placed at the back of the plan; however,
it uses a cathedral ceiling with a window to bring
natural light to the room. (Figure 3.11)
The houses are arranged as lines of attached dwellings
from the sides and taking a back-to-back position with
another line of attached houses.

Figure 3.10. Front view

Figure 3.11. Section view showing ceiling forms

49 Alison Brooks Architects, “Newhall Be,” Vimeo, n.d.https://vimeo.
com/285455613.
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However, the parts that go up to the third floor are placed on one wing of the plan, so that the courtyards and top terraces
maintain the access to sunlight and limits overshadowing when connected back-to-back with another unit. The same strategy
has been used in Seatoun project, where alternating double-storey and single-storey masses offered the same benefit for the
courtyards.
Although the density of the overall project reaches 80 dwellings per hectare with other forms of houses, this is mostly due to
the inclusion of apartment building blocks on corner locations of the site, boosting the density up for the whole project, while
the density for the courtyard houses alone is about 55 dwellings per hectare when calculated separately.
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3.4 Donnybrook Quarter / London
This project achieves a high-density low-rise housing scheme
using courtyard housing models. The overall density is 111
dwellings per hectare, and the project has 35 dwelling units
and a few other mixed-use activities on the site’s corners.
The development scheme is designed by stacking two units
vertically; both are I-shape models or what is also known
as garden courtyard house. The double-unit cluster has
a ground-level single-storey unit with a four-meter wide
courtyard, and an upper-level double-storey unit, built on the
lower unit’s roof and incorporates an open courtyard space
as well. Each of the upper units has its own access through
ground floor stairs that opens up into the upper courtyard.
This modular double-unit cluster attaches to adjacent clusters
to form lines of stacked units. These lines broaden out at the
centre of the development to form a public open space in the
middle. This shows how the arrangement of units’ clusters
can be used as an element in creating public open spaces
within developments.
The design uses a strategy of rotating the upper unit’s layout

Figure 3.12. Site diagram showing units’ arrangement
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90 degrees in respect to the lower unit, to achieve the goal
of eliminating overlooking issues between from the top
unit to the lower’s open space. Moreover, this helps when
the clusters’ line attaches in a back-to-back arrangement to
another line of clustered units. The rotation of the upperlevel unit leaves no windows overlooking the attached
cluster at the back. The adjacent courtyards on the ground
level share a party wall that goes above eye-level to protect
the privacy of these spaces from overlooking by neighbours.
(Figure 3.13)
The project does not have any parking spaces or garages
for the units, as it encourages the use of public transport in
London and depends on the available nearby stations. This
has resulted in more space within the development to be
used for residents to gather and socialise as well as increasing
the external amenity, which is an important thing to have at
such densities.

Figure 3.13. Units configuration

The units are constructed using block works on two layers
and a cavity space in between. The ceilings are made of
timber joists compiled and used to allow mechanical services
to go through the ceilings as well as the ease of maintenance.
The facades are finished with white reflective acrylic render,
which usefully reflects diffused sunlight from the walls
and maximises natural lighting for the courtyards and the
common spaces.
Figure 3.14. Units floor plans
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The entire units share and monitor common spaces and the
streets with windows, balconies, doors, and other features,
which gives the inhabitants a sense of safety and ownership
of the place. On the edges of the street, doors open directly
to street life and corner buildings interact with streetscape
via ground-level terrace shops, thereby connecting the
development to its context. (Figures 3.15 and 3.16)

Figure 3.16. Common space between units

Figure 3.15. Street view

Figure 3.17. Development’s massing
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3.5 Odham’s Walk, London 1981
Odham’s walk development is a demonstration
of the achievable high-density level by low-rise housing.
This project comprises of 102 stepped courtyard
houses, organised vertically to form a development that
takes a whole city block and reaching a density of 150
dwellings per hectare. Such densities are comparable to
those achieved by high-rise apartment buildings. This
shows again how vertical stacking of courtyard house
models is a useful strategy to boost up housing density
while maintaining the merits of horizontal housing.
The block’s units are stacked and arranged around
the perimeter of the block, producing a central semipublic open space. This approach is similar to the
Donnybrook scheme where units’ special arrangement
creates and defines a common semi-public space for
the residents. This public space is a raised platform,
a podium of retail shops and basement parking that
is connected to the neighbourhood’s streets through
pedestrian ramps.
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Figure 3.18. Site’s arrangement around the block
forming inner open spaces

Figure 3.19. Internal common spaces

The design uses the square and L-shape as the basic
geometries for the flats with various sizes. Each unit
has its own private terrace or courtyard space as well
as providing communal spaces for each group of
units. The number of stacked units per level gradually
decreases as it goes up. This happens as units are only
stacked on the roofs of other units and not over open
spaces, which leaves less space for dwellings on the
next level. This is important as it keeps the terraces and
courtyards directly open to the sky.
About 30 stairs allow access to upper levels and those
offer connection between the platform’s piazza and
the upper decks, which creates a gradient of various
privacy level spaces, allowing for more interaction and
socialising among residents.

Figure 3.20. Vertical stacking of units

The project received opposition describing the
development’s spaces as indefensible and predicted its
failure to be secure places. However, post-occupancy
reports reviewed the overlooking spaces and upperlevel walkways as a security feature as they offered
surveillance, provided social interaction, created a
sense of community, with minimal intrusion to the
privacy of units. 50

50 “Design – Odhams Walk,” accessed October 6, 2019, https://odhamswalk.
wordpress.com/design-and-architecture/.

Figure 3.21. Diagram showing pedestrian
connections and shared upper spaces
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3.6 Penn’s landing square
This project uses the courtyard house typology
in an urban housing model, reaching a density of 110
dwellings per hectare. The courtyard houses are built
again as part of other housing typologies within the
same development. In this project, the modular unit is
a three-storey volume ( 9 by 13 meters ) made up of two
independent units, built as an L-shape surrounding a
private open courtyard.
The double-unit clustering is similar to the doubleunit system used in Donnybrook scheme. Yet, the
main difference is the privacy. The courtyard in these
clusters is overlooked by the upper unit’s windows.
Parking is provided in two options: on-street parking
and underground basement garage which is accessed
from the northern edge of the development. This is
useful as the underground parking saves ground
spaces to be used as open spaces for the public and the
residents. (Figure 3.22)

Figure 3.22. Site plan showing courtyard units

Figure 3.23. Two versions of courtyard clusters
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However, only the residents of the lower units own
and use the courtyard on the ground floor while the
upper unit benefits from a terrace open space on the
third floor. Private vertical access allows access to
the upper unit from the entrance of the building. The
lower unit’s spaces can either take the ground level
only or share part of the second floor with the upperlevel unit. This interlocking spatial strategy between
vertically stacked units is a successful way to achieve
higher densities.
Most importantly, this development incorporates a
series of semi-public pedestrian spaces, which work
as exterior open areas, or circulation spaces. Other
strategies are used to enrich the quality of these spaces,
such as the domestic scale of these spaces, and the
brickworks used as the finishing material, in addition
to using trees and landscape features. This approach
provided open garden spaces among dwellings
that are considered as a vital urban amenity for this
development.

Figure 3.24 Floor plans
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3.7 Habitat 67
This project intended to test a new typology of modular housing units, and explored ideas of integrating suburban home
qualities in an urban higher density model. It was a new paradigm in apartment-building design, which mixed the suburban garden
house with the economical apartment building. One hundred and fifty-eight units are stacked in multiple geometric patterns forming
12-storey clusters of apartments. The project provides 18 variations of units’ types with nine possible orientations.
The traditional way of stacking apartment units orthogonally is not the method used here. The design places each unit one-step back
from the next neighbour, thereby creating at least one roof garden for each unit, which provided the unit with airflow and natural
light. The difference between this project and the other precedents that used the vertical arrangement lies in the complexity of
innovative methods used here for aggregating units and interlocking spaces on different levels. This complex configuration produced
visual amenity for the housing scheme. Which also benefited as it provides a sense of character for the development.

Figure 3.25. Model showing units’ stacking and vertical access cores
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Figure 3.26. Visual amenity of the project

These terraces vary in sizes and shapes, ranging
from 20-90 square meters. The complex form of the
development is comprised of five sections on the
ground floor. These are separate sections on the ground
floor, and then their units start to aggregate vertically
in a specific strategy until two of the sections join at
level five of the development.
At that level, pedestrians street connects the
development horizontally. The development’s sections
are joined again on the seventh floor. Residents
access apartments through stairways and elevators
from multiple vertical movement nodes across the
development. This highlights the importance of vertical
access when a vertical arrangement is employed in a
housing scheme, and specially. (Figure 3.28)

Figure 3.27. Variation of terraces and units configurations

Figure 3.28. Different sections of the development connecting
horizontally
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3.8 Design directions from Precedent
analysis
• The horizontal arrangement of dwelling units on the site
should carefully look for limiting overshadowing the open
spaces and maximising its natural lighting for each unit. It
also has a role in creating and shaping communal spaces
within the development.
• Attaching dwelling units in side-to-side can help to achieve
higher densities and reducing building costs by using a
single party wall.
• Attaching courtyard dwelling units in a back-to-back setting
is beneficial in eliminating the need for the back access ways,
but it also creates issues regarding the orientation of the
courtyard space. Sometimes this setting compromises the
privacy of the courtyard when the attached units are multistorey houses with upper-level windows.
• Surveillance and monitoring of common areas provide
residents and by-passers with a sense of comfort and safety.
This is achieved by having windows looking into these spaces
or by activating and enriching these spaces.
• The courtyard inward-looking nature makes it utilise almost
the whole lot space; thus, the building mass is more connected
to the street edge. This offers an opportunity to define and
shape the street character and create a sense of community
within the development.
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Figure 3.29

Figure 3.30

• The courtyard house as a housing model works under certain
conditions, most importantly, the appropriate courtyard
space proportions and configuration. Consequently,
courtyards that do not follow the basic requirements of
courtyard orientation, dimensions, and size, are going to fail.
• Stacking courtyard dwelling units vertically allows for
higher density housing, yet it faces issues of orientation
configuration, accessibility, visual and acoustic privacy, all
of which needs to be adequately solved.
• Higher-density developments require more open spaces,
adequate parking solutions, and links to public transport
options.
• Eye-level fences and rotating units in different angles can
help solve privacy issues between units.
• Gradual privacy of open spaces offers a hierarchy of spaces
that improve the sense of community and enhance interaction
among residents.
• Mixed-use activities can be placed on the active edges of
the development to help to connect the project better to its
context.
• Reflective materials and paints are useful for distributing
sunlight.
• The spatial interlocking of vertical units is a successful
strategy for boosting housing density and provides an
additional method for attaching units on the third dimension.

Figure 3.31
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Design
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4.1 Designing a prototype for Auckland
As seen in the literature review, there are many basic courtyard house models or forms, which appeared in different
cultures and times of history. A cultural, social, functional, or any other type of needs leads the process of designing and
adoption of a selected form. In this study, the leading concept is selecting and adapting a model that can provide higher
densities while maintaining the functionality of its private open space and offering the maximum flexibility of arrangement.
Since the courtyard is the core of the courtyard house concept, as it is the source of the natural daylight and ventilation for
the unit’s inner spaces, the dimensions, orientation, and position of the open space play the biggest role in deciding the floor
plan type for the housing unit. Therefore, the process starts by identifying the minimum dimensions of the courtyard space to
perform its functions in Auckland’s context.

4.1.1 Courtyard proportions
The critical measurements of the courtyard space to allow sunlight reach
the opposite inner spaces depend on two parameters: sun angle and the height
of the elements enclosing the courtyard space, which can interrupt sunlight and
create overshadowing. This is calculated mathematically given the climatic data
available for the site location in Auckland and by assuming the height of courtyard’s
boundaries (which could be a building mass of the same house or an adjoining unit).
Midday sun-angle in Auckland is 30 degrees on winter solstice and 77 degrees in
summer.151 (Figure 4.1)
Figure 4.1: Auckland’s midday sun angles
for winter and summer solstice
51 BRANZ Ltd, “Designing for Effective Shading and the Suns Path When Building,” n.d.
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The calculation assumes the extreme cases when the lowest sun is at 30 degrees and calculates the minimum length for the
courtyard space in two cases: when the courtyard is surrounded by a single or double-storey mass. However, the courtyard space
will not necessarily have an overshadowing element other than the fences of the same unit.

Figure 4.2: Calculation of courtyard’s minimum dimensions

As shown, the minimum courtyard dimension is 5.1m on the winter solstice, and when a single-storey unit adjoins the courtyard.
This number doubles to 10.3m if the adjoining building consists of two storeys. (Figure 4.2)
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4.1.2 Prototype Plan form
After deriving the critical measurements for the courtyard
space, the next step is deciding the plan layout and spatial zoning. In
courtyard houses, plan forms depend on the position, and the number
of the courtyard spaces on the ground plan, which produces variations
of possible forms. Possible forms are evaluated against the density
parameter achievable and other attributes of flexibility or adequacy to
climatic conditions. (Figure 4.3)
The O-form and other forms with multiple courtyards or patios are not
suitable for this research’s context in Auckland. These forms are produced
to work in completely different climatic conditions. Usually, these forms
have small-sized courtyards, which are adequate for other hot regions in
the world with higher sun angles. In addition, they are less flexible for
arranging multiple units vertically.
The T-form is more suitable for row terrace housing arrangement with an
additional smaller courtyard on the front side of the house. This feature
works for ground-level units only; hence, it does not provide a good
solution for a higher density model.
The U, I, and L-form are the ones that can possibly work well with
the minimum courtyard measurements (acquired from the previous
calculations). However, each of these forms has different attributes and
qualities. This study evaluates these qualities and analyses their effects on
housing density, accessibility, flexibility, and spatial positive or negative
aspects.

Figure 4.3: Possible forms for the courtyard house
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The U-Shape model encloses the courtyard space
from three sides by its building mass, causing less flexibility
in orientation to north and more overshadowing problems.
Although this model is capable of including all the dwelling
rooms on a single-storey only, yet it does take more space on the
ground floor. This is a negative feature when the project aims
for higher densities, as the vertical aggregation of units requires
putting more units on lower levels and gradually decreases the
number in upper floors. Consequently, taking more ground
space for fewer units affect accessibility and contradicts with
the logic for achieving more density.
The modern L-Shape model provides enclosure on two sides
by its mass while fence walls enclose the other two sides.
This enhances the chances of getting the correct orientation
to sunlight easily as it offers multiple correct settings for the
building layout. Compared to previous models, this form
has only one corner part on the floor plan. This is a positive
feature and provides efficient use of the built area for habitable
rooms, as these corners are not usable for habitable areas. This
is because habitable rooms need to open onto an open space
for sunlight and ventilation. Moreover, this model’s layout has
a smaller footprint area and can have upper-level rooms; this
makes it adequate for denser clustering of units. (Figure 4.4)
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Corners cannot be used for
habitable rooms

Figure 4.4: Comparison between forms

4.1.3 Functional Layout
The L-shape form has two intersecting wings enclosing a corner
courtyard space from two sides. These wings can be set to different
lengths, causing the house form to vary from square-like proportions
to a more elongated model. However, in this study, this is controlled by
the courtyard size on the ground floor, and guided by the regulations
for dwellings sizes in Auckland to provide a similar floor space area to
the existing housing typologies. The building’s plan has only one part
that is not spatially connected to the open space, and that is the corner of
the intersecting wings. Therefore, this corner becomes the part possibly
reserved to entrance space, services, vertical movement between floors,
or storage.
The minimum length for the courtyard space is 5.1 m when the
courtyard is adjoined by a building mass of one-storey height, and all
of the habitable rooms open directly to the courtyard space.
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Zoning on the ground floor can be separated into the two wings as day and night activities, where the bedroom takes up one wing, and
the other wing is taken by the open kitchen and living spaces. This configuration is a single storey version of one bedroom, kitchen, living,
dining, and a private courtyard space.
A three-bedroom version is produced by adding more upper floor bedrooms on one wing of the L-shape. Moreover, a four-bedroom
version with a full L-shape upper floor. The room spaces within these versions are flexible to be altered to other functions such as changing
the ground level’s bedroom into a study or office space. The three-bedroom version offers the possible vertical units’ interlocking feature,
as seen in precedent analysis examples. This is due to having one single-storey wing of the L-shape which allow another unit to be built on
that part. This leads to increased dwellings density with more units and fewer storeys.

Figure 4.5: Three-bedroom version plan
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4.2 Preliminary prototype tests with
density
The precedent analysis shows that the maximum density
achieved by attaching units on a single level side by side and
back to back can only raise the density to about 55 dwellings per
hectare, even when we minimize the courtyard space and the
unit size as seen in other built precedents.
However, this is tested with the developed prototype on an
imaginary site. Here, the test uses a horizontal arrangement of
double-storey units, attached side-to-side and front-to-back to
allow sun access for all of the units, resulting in front units being
accessed from an entrance on the courtyard’s fence instead.
Parking is provided as a group of parking spaces on one edge of
the site as well as providing a collection of common green spaces.
This configuration only achieves a density of 50 dwellings per
hectare because the courtyard dimensions required in Auckland
is higher than the ones in the precedent analysis section.
Consequently, these results in more space needed for dwelling
units and less of the density achieved.

Figure 4.6: Preliminary test 1
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The precedents analysis also showed that stacking and
aggregating single-storey or double-storey units vertically
could push densities to higher levels. However, this should be
done while achieving and maintaining other requirements of
accessibility, privacy, and correct orientation to sunlight.
Another test adds units on top of lower units and uses a
configuration of units to create a platform for upper units. Along
with this double unit clusters, parking and green spaces are also
provided here and included in the density test. Although this
test achieves a density of 60 dwellings per hectare with correct
orientation to the sun, it is showing problematic vertical access
to upper units. Upper units sit in separate distant locations,
which require having separate vertical access for each of these
units independently.
To take this further, this research moves to test with more
complex combinations and implement these ideas into a complete
masterplan on the selected site in Auckland.
The project will balance between achieving density levels and
providing the acceptatble access, orientation , and privacy to
units.
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Figure 4.7: Preliminary test 2

4.3 Site Selection
To test the prototype in context, a process of looking for a suitable site in Auckland started based on criteria that
match the project’s intention. However, this study is prototypical and may not be limited to the selected specific site,
and generally, it tests one typology of housing for future intensification developments in Auckland. Nevertheless, this
study still selected the site with consideration to the characteristics of the site and its context. The search considered sites
located in the inner city suburbs within future development areas, as set by Auckland unitary plan, possibly a flat site and
with a range of area between 0.7 – 1.8 hectares. Access to public transport, site’s dimensions, unitary plan zoning, and
orientation also played a role in identifying the adequate option for this study.
Three sites around Mount Eden and Kingsland were analyzed to select the project’s site.
1- First option / Dominion road site
This site around one hectare in area and has full access from all sides,
orientated towards north providing good daylight access. Adjacent sites at the
back of the site contain housing blocks, which can help the intended project to be
easily absorbed within a similar context. Public transport access is available on
the main road with bus stations right on the edge of it. However, the nearest train
station is around 600m away.
The site is around 70m in width on the short edge, which might be a short distance
and a limit to flexible tests on the various configuration of housing units. The
current uses of the site include commercial, retail shops, and centres arranged
mostly on the edges nearest to dominion road while some older houses and
residential (up to five-storey buildings) at the back of the site.

Figure 4.8: First site option
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2- Second option / Eden Park
At around 10.6 hectares of area, the site of Eden Park has a good
context of housing, schools, and other functions. Full accessibility and
public transport options via on-street bus stops and a nearby train
station (Kingsland station). The site might go for redevelopment and
replacement of the rugby ground in the future (around 15-20 years).
However, the site’s area is relatively big for the intended project and
its current use as a major focal point for sports events in Auckland;
make it hard to consider this site. Yet, this site might work for a future
housing redevelopment taking possibly part of the big site along with
other recreational functions.
Figure 4.9: Second site option

3- Third option / Gordon road – Morningside Drive
This is the third site option to evaluate, and it is located in
Morningside and designated for mixed-use under the unitary plan.
The total area is 1.6 hectares and currently being used for light
industrial buildings, most of which are small-scale building and ready
to go for redevelopment. Some adjacent and nearby sites are already
redeveloped or under-construction. For example, across the northern
corner of the site, a new mixed-use four-storey building is being built
with retail spaces on the ground floor and modern offices for Briescoes
new headquarters on the upper levels. The site has access to public
bus transport on the main road with full accessibility on all sides of
the site. The nearest train station is one block away to the north around
120m away. The shape and dimensions of the site feature a good space
for flexible testing with multiple arrangements of units and public
spaces.
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Figure 4.10: Third site option

Finally, the site on Morningside drive was selected as it is the most suitable option, which offered good site proportions,
orientation, and area for the test. It also has excellent connections with public transport systems, which is important for
intensification projects. Moreover, surroundings are already going through redevelopment projects and change the older
light industrial activities. However, as explained before the site is just to test the prototype in a real context, so the site
selection is not arguing against certain possible issues like those related to reverse sensitivity and contradiction between
old and new uses. Rather, the site is abstracted from such aspects, because the project is not solving a problem for a
specific site context but presenting an alternative typology for urban housing in Auckland.
Generally, the site is oriented to north and slightly to the northeast, and the prevailing wind direction is from southwest.
The site slopes northward gradually with a drop of around four meters across the site and about two meters in the middle
of the site.
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4.4 Concept
Influenced by the original urban design concepts of “Casbah” and
Mat-buildings principles, which were identified in the literature review
as useful ideas for developments based on a prototype unit and aiming
for urban density levels. The project’s masterplan concept then relies on
the basic idea of multiplication of a prototype in collective forms and
individual clusters across the site. As explained in Casbah concepts, this
prototype is pre-solved for the daylight access and the functional layout
with an extent of flexibility, and then aggregated with more units in
specific additive strategies and in a range of possible flexible variations
and rotations. The individual prototype rotated, mirrored and flipped
to produce a variety of configurations and spatial relationships. This
is imagined as a grid layer of prototype units, oriented correctly, and
forming a mat-like layer of cellular units, which covers the whole site.
Then, this carpet of units is affected by operating, functional, urban design
decisions and other design intentions for the development, causing the
units or the cells of this grid to appear as a mass volume or not. These
cells might exist on the grid as dwelling units or removed to leave space
volumes, which collectively constitute the integrated open spaces and
circulation areas within the development. Then, this integrated mat
can have another grid layer of units added on top of the lower one and
creating vertical configurations and clusters of units. This produces dense
patterns of closely-knit built units integrated with open spaces, which
can respond to urban design decisions and requirements for the project.
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4.5 Clustering and vertical stacking forms
The concept will inevitably lead to units being stacked, spatially
interlocked forming clusters, and producing collective forms of the
original prototype. This fact introduces the need to first study the different
possible strategies for the configuration of clusters and evaluate them for
access, privacy, height, density, circulation etc.
Thus, the study conducts research by design and tries to rethink the
possible combinations of units’ vertical clustering, that is probably more
complex and interlocked to provide viable design solutions for these
clusters. This means maintaining north sunlight for the maximum number
of units and producing higher density clusters. Units should be stacked
vertically while maintaining access and a private open space for each
unit. Units cannot simply sit on top of lower units like flats in apartment
buildings because the courtyard spaces must be open to the sky and
oriented correctly to receive sunlight and fresh air. These restrictions lead
to a shift in the gird layer of units and create more possibilities for units’
arrangement. In addition, height and access play a role in restricting these
forms, as the upper units must be accessible for residents.
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This approach produces stepped clusters of units with their open spaces oriented to one direction to allow sun access. This study also
manifested how having double-storey on one side of the L-units - designed earlier - offered the option to interlock with other units on
one wing of the L-shape unit’s mass. Part of each unit’s roof becomes a platform for part of the upper unit.
This has also created a leftover space under the diagonal profile of stacked units. Partly, this could be used to accommodate other uses,
which adds to the mixed-use character of the development and provides social and public amenity benefits. The configuration of these
forms of housing clusters offers grouped vertical access points to upper-level units.

Figure 4.10: Basic clustering ideas
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Figure 4.10: Development of clustering configurations
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4.6 Developing Masterplan
After studying and experimenting with the formal patterns for possible
vertical arrangements of dwelling units, the project starts applying and integrating
these strategies along with the background concepts of Casbah and Mat-building
which are based on collective forms of cells and voids. However, this process goes
hand in hand with other design decisions, which covers other aims and intentions to
add urban amenity attributes through the development’s masterplan design.
First, as introduced in the concept section, the site is thought of as an area
covered with a carpet of prototype units or cells. This grid of units is aligned and
oriented with the main site borders north and northeast direction to promote
sunlight access through winter and to allow morning sunrays. Then, the project
starts applying urban design strategies acquired from the literature and precedents
review and operate these strategies onto the grid. This includes removing cells or
shifting lines of cells systematically, to define circulation areas, access ways, as well
as creating open communal spaces and green areas as public amenities. Moreover,
additional layers of units add upon the first grid to control density levels. At the
same time, other factors and limitations of overshadowing and privacy also work
and affect the design.
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4.6.1 Pedestrian circulation
The site is accessible from its four edges or bordering streets;
however, the main frontage along Morningside drive stands as the
main active edge that connects the site to its neighbourhood visually
and spatially. It is the main road where the development can connect to
public transport via on-street bus stations and the nearby Morningside
train station, three minutes away, to the north of the site apex.
Then, pedestrians will primarily access the site from Morningside road,
and the main concept for pedestrian movement into the site is to create
east-west routes across the mats of units; those are wide enough to
accommodate cycleways in addition to pedestrians. These routes connect
the edge to the inner centres of the development. In addition, secondary
south-north routes connect the development’s spaces and clusters
together; forming with the horizontal routes, a grid of void lines that
integrates with the mat of development units spatially. Opening doors
and windows onto pedestrian routes can bring a sense of security and
provide surveillance for the development spaces as well as activating its
spaces. This grid of network routes created to enhance the permeability
of the development, and encourage people to walk through the site; this
is also backed up with the use of landscape features and elements.
Figure: Illustrated pedestrian concepts
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4.6.2 Parking provision
Parking is provided for the development mainly in the form of basement parking spaces and a number of on-street
parking spaces. This is possible as it becomes more economically efficient to go for basement parking when designing for
higher density levels. The vehicular access to this parking is thought of in three possible arrangements. First, a new access
road could be introduced horizontally across the middle part of the site, separating the site into two parts and creating
two basement-parking areas under each part. This solution affects density levels negatively and becomes problematic at
the intersection with the traffic on Morningside drive. A second idea would be having one basement parking accessed
from the back of the site at a central location, and this will have fewer effects on the current situation of traffic and
vehicular movement around the site. A third solution could be having two basements, a northern one accessed from the
north edge street and southern basement accessed from the west or the south edges. This solution will make parking
more accessible for units within shorter distances, but it will be economically less efficient to build two basements for the
development.
1

Figure: Illustrated
parking concepts for
Morningside’s site
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2

3

4.6.3 Public and shared spaces
The intention is to create a hierarchy of open spaces varying in size,
location, and perceived privacy and surveillance across the development.
Public spaces occur at intersections of circulation network of routes as
relatively big green spaces or as integrated spaces with dwelling clusters
to be shared collectively by the nearby units’ residents. This is a feature
of implementing Casbah concept, which is affected by the vernacular
housing models where each group of units shared common space that
enhanced their social interaction.

4.6.4 Clusters
After setting up the main lines for the masterplan’s spatial
relationships and spaces, multiple mats of cells is then added above the
ground layer to maximize density levels. These layers produce clusters
of units around grouped vertical access, or units horizontally spread in
lines. Units are stacked and interlocked using strategies drawn from the
previous experiments with vertical stacking strategies and clustering
orders. As seen from these experiments, units cannot stack vertically
successfully without producing a diagonal profile resulting from
displacing top units to keep the lower unit’s courtyard open to the sky.
From the site view and for orientation purposes, these clusters arrange in
lines perpendicular to the site east edge on Morningside Drive and facing
north and northeast.
Each cluster has ground units with front or back access, and upper
levels units grouped around vertical access core that is accessed on the
southern edge of the cluster.

Figure: Illustrated clusters and open spaces concept
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4.7 First iterations results and challenges
At this stage of design, exploration and experiment with the
project’s concepts and forms reached a density of 90 dwellings per hectare
by including around 140 units on a site fragmented into lines of clusters,
spaces, and circulation network. Layers and girds of units and clusters are
shifted, displaced, removed, or stacked to respond to needs of privacy,
density, circulation routes and open spaces. Clusters gradually grow in
diagonal profiles reaching to five storeys height in most buildings.
The current stage of design process uses a single half-basement solution
for parking and opens onto the western edge of the site. This has resulted
in a platform or podium structure with a half-storey height for the
southern part of the development. Public and shared spaces are used in
a hierarchy of spaces ranging in size and privacy starting from smaller
spaces surrounding entrances to clusters and edging circulation routes,
and bigger-size more-public ones located in the central part on the nodes
of circulation’s grid.
• However, this stage shows a fragmented pattern of the building’s mat
with about seven horizontal lines of clusters. Each line has an offset
distance from the next one to allow circulation and privacy. Currently,
at this density, the design shows a partial lack of comfortable distance
among clusters lines, which can become problematic for privacy and
overshadowing, as well as effects on the size of the public spaces
resulting from this dense clustering.
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Figure: site view of the first iterations

Figure: Section view
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• In addition, the street frontage allows many routes for pedestrian
access (around seven access points); this can increase permeability
but can also affect security as shown in the precedent analysis of the
Odham’s Walk project where people modified the entrances to the
centre of the development to allow for more control and surveillance.
• Another thing to notice is that having single half-basement parking
can make parking areas less accessible for the distant dwellings as it
is all in one location only.
• Also, the diagonal profile of units’ cluster is seen as a double-edged
feature, as it imposes structural challenges to construction as well as
functional ambiguity. The stepped section can help to allow space
to accommodate other uses behind the lower units, but at the same
time, this is not required everywhere around the development.
Thus, it becomes a structural liability when certain types of vertical
arrangement are selected as they have multiple cantilevered parts of
the cluster.
Having identified challenges and issues for the outcome of the first
iterations, the next step is to research by design what could be done to
solve these issues.
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4.8 Final iterations to improve the previous
masterplan
The next iterations produced solutions to issues related to previous
results. This has been done by further design exploration at times and
by compromises and compensations between needs and density levels at
other times. Firstly, the prototype has been modified and adjusted to solve
the structural problems and to allow a modular system of configuration.
The modular unit in this project is set to be the courtyard critical
dimensions. Thus, the modified prototype consists of a grid of 5.1 meters
offset.
By design research, the project produce a new improved floor plan for the
prototype and update old the vertical arrangements with the new model.
This modular approach correspond to Mat-buildings theory, which
depends on modular metric grids as a compositional principle.
(Figure )

Figure: Clusters start following a
grid of modular dimensions

Figure: Improved prototype floor plan
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Next, the excessive subdivision of the
development into many lines of clusters is minimized
along with the routes between them. This was also
intended to remove the previous equal visual and
spatial appearance and experience for each route. With
further design investigation, lines of neighbouring
clusters are now connected and bridged together,
forming tunnel entrances. Two main pedestrian routes
are now set and widened to define the main routes
on the front edge to connect the development to its
surroundings. These routes open at the other end to
big public and green spaces, which are now extended
in size to compensate for the development’s density.
The current development is at a density of 80
dwellings per hectare with 127 dwellings. Lowering
density from 90 to 80 dw/h has allowed for more
public amenity through bigger open-spaces and less
crowded development. Parking is now divided into
two basements, one under the northern part of the
development and opens onto the north edge and
another one under the southern part and access. This
will make parking more accessible to units on all
locations of the development.
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To solve the structural issues resulting from the diagonal profile of
clusters which led to functional problems and spaces underneath the back
part on the section, further design research is done to eliminate vertical
forms, which produced more of these unusable spaces and cantilevered
sections. This investigation led to solutions to solve that.
One solution compromises the orientation for a small percentage of the
total dwelling units in return for solving this problem. This solution
includes using a dwelling unit that is not properly oriented to sunlight
but provides the structural support for the cluster and fills the space at the
back by interlocking with the cluster mass of units. The number of these
improperly oriented units do not exceed 8% of the total dwellings counted
in the development, but this compensation has brought structural and
economic benefits by limiting and eliminating the cantilevered parts of
the clusters.
Another solution is already implemented in the previous improvements,
but it’s limited to specific locations in the development, it works when
clusters bridged and connected with neighbouring clusters at critical
structural points, and thus neighbouring clusters are now providing
structural support to problematic cantilevered edges.
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4.9 Conclusions
This research project attempted to study a specific form of
house typologies that are not widely considered for urban
housing schemes in Auckland. It aimed to investigate the
possibility of adapting the original theory of courtyard
houses and become a valid alternative model for future
intensification developments. This was evaluated by
its capacity to form a dense development that offers a
quality living environment and provide urban amenity
to residents.
Through the first part of the project, it showed that
solving issues with higher density schemes would not
only depend on the qualities of the individual units.
Additionally, it will require careful attention on how
each element of the urban scheme interacts with other
elements or units, as well as the bigger urban context
of the development and the neighbourhood. The study
used for that part of the research to identify key concepts
in intensification strategies, and explain urban amenity
values and what contributes to them. Then, it explored
urban density terms and calculation methods and
summarized urban strategies to achieve urban amenity
in higher density developments.
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The research also showed that courtyard house-type did
not represent a single form or typology but rather a range
of forms, which shared inherent essential qualities and
features (such as privacy, light, and open space), and then
adapted to various contextual conditions. This has been
done by analyzing the principal concepts of the generic
courtyard house-type and showing its key attributes,
parameters, and benefits. Research has explored how
these attributes were adaptable to different contexts
throughout history and responded to various sociocultural and functional requisites.
Then, the study explained how modern architects
approached this model in its abstract form and based on
the basic key ideas of the house-type. This has shown the
possibility of developing a contemporary version, which
benefits from the courtyard house qualities without
necessarily requiring residents to return to a traditional
lifestyle.
Through precedents analysis, the research showed and
learnt from local and international experiments with this
housing model. This part showed examples at different
ranges of density and quality features, and analytically
summarized the strategies used in each case study to feed
the design process in the following phase of the study.
Finally, the research implemented the information

gathered from the previous parts research to design a prototype
of the courtyard house. The prototype responded to Auckland’s
sun angles and regulations for dwelling unit’s space areas. It
has also maintained a range of flexibility to vary dwellings
sizes. Then, by design research, this prototype was tested in
an urban context on a site in Auckland through a masterplan
programme. The iterations of the design process benefited from
Casbah and Mat-building theories and produced developments
at a high-density range.
Various tests with the developed prototype have been carried
out and showed different results and multiple configurations.
The process studied and introduced vertical aggregation of
dwelling units in collective interlocking forms as a way to
increase density. However, evaluation and improvements of

design iterations showed how achieving quality development
from this model depended on a balance between housing
density parameters and the extent of shared urban amenities.
As a result, certain tradeoffs can happen through the design
process on either side of the balance.
In summary, the outcome of this research showed that
contemporary forms of the courtyard house-type should be
more considered for dense developments in Auckland. It
does not suggest that this typology is a perfect solution nor
it competes with qualities offered by the common low-dense
houses, but it will definitely bring many benefits by integrating
qualities of the known detached house while featuring a higher
density model for housing.
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image from Google Earth)
Barber Architects) - http://www.peterbarberarchitects.com/
Fig 3.6. Front view from access road (Photograph by
donnybrook-quarter
DIAKRIT)
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Fig 3.17. Development’s massing Image by Peter Barber

Fig 3.29. (Illustration by Author)

Architects) - http://www.peterbarberarchitects.com/
donnybrook-quarter
Fig 3.18. Site’s arrangement around the block forming inner
open spaces - http://hiddenarchitecture.net/odhams-walk/
Fig 3.19. Internal common spaces -http://hiddenarchitecture.
net/odhams-walk/
Fig 3.20. Vertical stacking of units - http://
hiddenarchitecture.net/odhams-walk/
Fig 3.21. Diagram showing pedestrian connections and
shared upper spaces -http://hiddenarchitecture.net/odhamswalk/
Figure 3.22. Site plan showing courtyard units - http://
hiddenarchitecture.net/penns-landing-square/
Fig 3.23. Two versions of courtyard clusters (Illustration by
Author)
Fig 3.24 Floor plans -http://hiddenarchitecture.net/pennslanding-square/
Fig 3.25. Model showing units’ stacking and vertical access
cores (Image by Alicea Rayes)
Fig 3.26. Visual amenity of the project (Image Author
unknown)
Fig 3.27. Variation of terraces and units configurations
(Reproduced from Google Images, Image Author unknown)
Fig 3.28. Different sections of the development connecting
horizontally (Image by Alicea Rayes)

Fig 3.30. (Illustration by Author)
Fig 3.31. (Illustration by Author)
Fig 4.1: Auckland’s midday sun angles for winter and
summer solstice (Image by BRANZ)
Fig 4.2: Calculation of courtyard’s minimum dimensions
(Illustration by Author)
Fig 4.3: Possible forms for the courtyard house (Illustration
by Author)
Fig 4.4: Comparison between forms (Illustration by Author)
Fig 4.5: Three-bedroom version plan (Illustration by Author)
Fig 4.6: Preliminary test 1 (Illustration by Author)
Fig 4.7: Preliminary test 2 (Illustration by Author)
Fig 4.8: First site option (Image from Auckland Council
GeoMaps)
Fig 4.9: Second site option (Image from Auckland Council
GeoMaps)
Fig 4.10: Third site option (Image from Auckland Council
GeoMaps)
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